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Introducing Building Blocks – a series featuring workshop and class notes from 
experienced handbell educators to make your rehearsals more productive and your 
ringers more confident. Unison Exercises – Level 1 introduces how to use Unison 
Exercises, to teach note-reading & new skills and to devise your own exercises for 
particular L1 needs. Practice sheets are included. Reproducible.    RE3BB01R 
 
Written on a Postcard (Prayful Moments)  3 oct. L1  RE3034 
Wonderfully interesting and thoughtful; a “through” piece (each section is different)  
 
Lemon Chimes AB (Cascades of Joy)  2 oct. or 3 oct.    L1  RE3035AB 
A cheery piece for bells or chimes with simple syncopation and melody in both bass 
and treble clefs. (Main theme is similar to Ghost and Shadow.) 
 
Ghost and Shadow (When Shadows Flee)  3 or 5 oct.   L1+   RE3036 
Contrasting sections of harmonic & natural minor and relative major - with a few 
bell changes, plucks, LVs, marts and a suspended mallet arpeggio. 
 
Fear No Evil    3, 5, 6 or 7 oct.    L3   RE8332 
A grand and heroic piece for worship or concert that speaks to today’s challenging 
times. Tabled mallets and an unexpected key shift increase a sense of urgency. 
 
Here’s One – a soulful spiritual journey carefully crafted with a touch of  bluesy jazz. 
Commissioned by Wilson Van Tine for HMA.  4 compatible formats: 
 RE5021BTR Bell Tree (MA) and Piano (M)(opt. 2nd BT or C/Bb instr.) 
 RE7530VR Vocal Solo & Piano (opt. BT or C/Bb instr.) 
 RE80351 Handbell Ensemble 3-5 oct. L3+ (opt. C/Bb instr.) 
 RE80352 Handbell Ensemble 5-7 oct. L4+ (opt. chimes) 
 RE8035D Director score for L3+ & L4+ Ensemble Scores 
 
A Gentle Presence – plaintive & flowing with a gentle accompaniment, perfect for 
any thoughtful moment in worship or concert.  *Selected & premiered by Virginia 
Bronze for their Unpublished Music Concert, Fall 2022. This “integrated” Bell Tree 
Solo & Ensemble requires only 3 oct. bells and 3 oct. chimes. 2 compatible formats:  
            *RE5020     Bell Tree Solo (M) and Ringing Ensemble (3-7 oct.) (L2+) 
 RE8036     Handbell Ensemble 3-7 oct. L2+ 
 
Sylvan Glen (Peace Be With You) – Bell Tree Solo (E) and Harp (E)    RE5622R 
A gentle piece for beginning Bell Tree soloist (C6-C7) with an easy harp (or Piano/ 
2nd bell tree ringer/classical guitar/ringing ensemble/ or C instrument) accompaniment. 
Also included is a score playable by a small ensemble. Reproducible.  
 

Coming this Fall 2023 from ringTrue  
- A new Chord Story! 
- 12 Bell for Carols 
- All Time and Space (re-release) – in the current published format 

          Plus the composer’s original longer setting 
- More Building Blocks topics and Bell Tree pieces 
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Sylvan GlenSylvan Glen
Kathleen Wissenger

3 Oct. Bell Tree Solo ∙ Rating: Easy
w/ multi. accomp. options

MRE5622R MRE5622R $9.95$9.95 $8.46 $8.46

This peaceful interlude evokes a lush forest glade 
with dapples of sunlight. “Sylvan Glen” features an 
easy Bell Tree solo using 8 bells from C6-C7, with 

accompaniment options including 
easy harp, piano, 
guitar, 2nd bell tree 
(G4-G6), bell or chime 
choir, or even a lower 
C instrument such as 
a viola or cello. It is 
perfect for any quiet 
moment in worship, 
using the subtitle “Peace 
Be With You”, or as a 
lovely, calm transition 
piece in concert.

http://HandbellWorld.com/MRE5622R
http://HandbellWorld.com/mre5622r
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Written on a PostcardWritten on a Postcard
Kathleen Wissenger

3 Oct. HB or HC ∙ Level 1

MRE3034 MRE3034 $4.00$4.00 $3.40 $3.40
 

Subtitled “Prayful Moments” for sacred use, this 
3-octave Level 1 piece is wonderfully interesting 
and thoughtful. Appropriate for bells or chimes, 

“Written on a Postcard” is an original 
composition that 
travels through a series 
of vignettes, each with 
its own personality. 
A wonderful teaching 
piece written by students 
in Kath’s handbell 
class, it is also a worthy 
concert piece and perfect 
for beginners in a 
festival setting.

http://HandbellWorld.com/MRE3034
http://HandbellWorld.com/mre3034
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Lemon ChimesLemon Chimes
Kathleen Wissenger

2 or 3 Oct. HB or HC ∙ Level 1

MRE3035AB MRE3035AB $4.00$4.00 $3.40 $3.40

This cheery original piece for bells or chimes 
sparkles with augmented syncopation and a jaunty 
melody featured in both bass and treble clefs. It is 
scored for both 2 and 3 octave choirs in separate, 

non-compatible scores to fit your 
range (no parentheses 
or omitted notes!). 
Perfect for classroom, 
concert, worship, 
and beginner festival, 
this simple but well-
crafted piece will send 
your audience home 
humming its catchy tune. 
Use the alternate title 
“Cascades of Joy” for 
sacred settings.

http://HandbellWorld.com/MRE3035AB
http://HandbellWorld.com/mre3035ab
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Ghost and ShadowGhost and Shadow
Kathleen Wissenger

3 or 5 Oct. HB or HC ∙ Level 1+

MRE3036MRE3036  $3.00$3.00  $2.55$2.55

“Ghost and Shadow” is a piece of contrasts with 
a melody using straight rhythms and augmented 
syncopation flowing into a dark, smooth section 
in c-minor which moves abruptly to a brighter, 
more rhythmic section in the relative key of 

C-major. Substitute the 
title “When Shadows 
Flee” for sacred 
settings. Appropriate 
for concerts, school, 
worship, and even as a 
short interlude piece for 
a festival, this original 
2-minute piece can be a 
nice little bonus for your 
ringers and audience.

http://HandbellWorld.com/MRE3036
http://HandbellWorld.com/mre3036
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A Gentle PresenceA Gentle Presence
Kathleen Wissenger

3-7 Oct. HB or HC ∙ Level 2+

MRE8036 MRE8036 $5.00$5.00 $4.25 $4.25

This thoughtful, original melody is a loving tribute 
to Kath’s mother, Mary Lou, and is perfect for any 
quiet moment in worship or concert. Fully scored 
for 3-7 octaves, this Level 2+ piece is accessible to 

almost every choir and abounds in 
lovely arpeggios and 
rich harmonies.  A 
compatible score 
featuring an integrated 
Bell Tree solo and 
accompanying ringing 
ensemble is also 
available on the next 
page. (MRE5020)

http://HandbellWorld.com/MRE8036
http://HandbellWorld.com/mre8036
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A Gentle PresenceA Gentle Presence
Kathleen Wissenger

3 Oct. Bell Tree Solo ∙ Rating: Easy-Med.
w/ 3-7 oct. HB or HC Ens. Accomp.

MRE5020 MRE5020 $5.00$5.00 $4.25 $4.25

The Bell Tree Solo version of this thoughtful, 
original melody soars above a sensitively scored 
accompaniment played by a full, 3-7 octave 

ensemble using chimes and/or bells. 
Based on an intriguing 
(and challenging) 
compositional concept, 
the bell tree solo is 
‘integrated’ into the 
range of bells used by the 
accompanying ensemble 
and does not require an 
extra set of handbells for 
performance. Detailed 
instructions are given. 
Compatible with the full 
choir version (MRE8036).

http://HandbellWorld.com/MRE5020
http://HandbellWorld.com/mre5020
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Here’s OneHere’s One
Kathleen Wissenger

3-6 Oct Bell Tree Solo w/ piano ∙ Rating: Easy-Med.
* also available as a vocal solo w/ piano

& opt. bell tree, C-inst. or Bb-inst.
REPRODUCIBLEREPRODUCIBLE
MRE5021BTR bell tree solo     MRE5021BTR bell tree solo     $12.95$12.95 $11.01 $11.01
MRE7530VR          vocal solo       MRE7530VR          vocal solo       $12.95$12.95 $11.01 $11.01

 A soulful spiritual journey, “Here’s One” wraps the listener  
in a warm embrace of reverence and calm 

assurance. Kath Wissinger’s light 
but masterful touch of bluesy jazz 
will delight ringers and audiences 

alike. Rich tonalities plus a 
slow, steady tempo enhance 
the swing-style eighth 
notes. Originally written as a 
commissioned bell tree solo, 
Kath has expanded the options 
to include compatible scores 
for a vocal soloist, and a 3-5 or 
5-7 octave HB choir.

http://HandbellWorld.com/MRE5021BTR
http://HandbellWorld.com/mre5021btr
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Here’s OneHere’s One
Kathleen Wissenger

3-5 oct. HB w/ opt Bb or C inst. ∙ Level 3+
5-7 oct. HB w/ opt 3-oct HC      ∙ Level 3+

MRE80351  3-5 oct.      MRE80351  3-5 oct.      $6.00$6.00 $5.10 $5.10
MRE80352         5-7 oct.      MRE80352         5-7 oct.      $6.00$6.00 $5.10 $5.10
MRE8035D      director’s score   MRE8035D      director’s score   $6.00$6.00 $5.10 $5.10

 A soulful spiritual journey, “Here’s One” wraps 
the listener in a warm embrace of 
reverence and calm assurance. Kath 

Wissinger’s light but masterful 
touch of bluesy jazz will delight 

ringers and audiences alike. 
Rich tonalities of Bb minor and 
C minor plus a slow, steady 
tempo enhance the swing-style 
eighth notes. Both full choir 
versions are compatible with the 
bell tree solo and the vocal solo 
arrangement, as well 

     as with each other, 
providing a variety of 

               performance options.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mre80351


Building Blocks: Building Blocks: 

Unison ExercisesUnison Exercises
Kathleen Wissenger

2-3 Octaves ∙ Rating: Easy

MRE3BB01R MRE3BB01R $14.95$14.95 $12.71 $12.71

Introducing Building Blocks, a new series from 
ringTrue. In this series, Kathleen Wissinger shares 
workshop and class notes from her 18 years in 

the classroom and 30+ years 
of directing and 
composing, as well as 
expertise and insights 
from other experienced 
handbell educators. 
“Unison Exercises” 
introduces the concepts 
and theory behind unison 
exercises and how to 
create and use them in 
a learning environment. 
A great resource for all 
directors!

http://HandbellWorld.com/MRE3BB01R
http://HandbellWorld.com/mre3bb01r
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STOCK # TITLE LEVEL/
Rating OCT. ADDITIONAL 

INFORMATION COMP/ARR QTY RETAIL 
PRICE

JEFFERS 
PRICE

TOTAL 
PRICE

MRE5622R Sylvan Glen Easy 3 bell tree solo w/ 
harp accomp. Wissinger $9.95 $8.46

MRE3034 Written on a 
Postcard 1 3 HB or HC Wissinger $400 $3.40

MRE3035AB Lemon Chimes 1 2 or 3 HB or HC Wissinger $4.00 $3.40

MRE3036 Ghost and 
Shadow 1+ 3 or 5 HB or HC Wissinger $3.00 $2.55

MRE8036 A Gentle 
Presence 2+ 3-7 HB or HC Wissinger $5.00 $4.25

MRE5020 A Gentle 
Presence Med/ 2+ 3-7

bell tree solo w/ 
3-7 oct HB or HC 

accomp.
Wissinger $5.00 $4.25

MRE5021BTR Here’s One Med-Adv 3 bell tree solo w/ 
piano accomp. Wissinger $12.95 $11.01

MRE7530VR Here’s One
vocal solo w/ piano 
and opt bell tree, 
C-inst, or Bb-inst

Wissinger $12.95 $11.01

MRE80351 Here’s One 3+ 3-5 full choir w/ opt Bb 
or C-inst. Wissinger $6.00 $5.10

MRE80352 Here’s One 4+ 5-7 full choir w/ opt 3 
oct HC Wissinger $6.00 $5.10

MRE8035D Here’s One director’s score Wissinger $6.00 $5.10

MRE3BB01R
Building 

Blocks: Unison 
Exercises

Easy 2-3 Text/ Teaching 
Resource Wissinger $20.95 $17.81

Total:
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